An Open Letter
(Pt. 1)
In a casual conversation with my son, an attorney, about the
legal processes that operate in a courtroom, I asked him
about a case that I had personally watched from the public
gallery. It was a minor civil matter, heard before a judge.
The defendant had decided to represent himself, and the
other litigant had hired a lawyer. While the defendant was
making his case and/or asking questions of the various
witnesses, the lawyer kept making objections. It was obvious
that the defendant was violating some of the standard rules of
procedure which operate in a courtroom -- hearsay testimony,
leading questions, no foundation established for such a question, etc.
While the lawyer continued to voice his objections, most times, the judge quickly overruled the
objections to the frustration of the attorney. It seemed obvious that the objections should have been
sustained, but the judge refused to do that -- time and time again.
I related that account to my son, and he was not at all surprised.
Why? & Why? -- Why did the judge deny what seemed obvious and fair objections? -- and -- Why
was my son not surprised?

My son said . . . .
Part of our judicial system is to promote a sense of fairness and equity. Those who believe that
they have been legally aggrieved need to leave the courtroom experience believing that they
have been treated fairly & justly, that they have been given the opportunity to be heard and
judged fairly.
When an individual represents himself, typically, he has no ability to properly represent himself in
a court of law. Had the defendant hired an attorney, those mistakes in legal procedure would not
have happened or would have been sustained.
The judge allowed the defendant to cross the line over and over again regarding legal procedure
because she knew knew the defendant had to leave believing that he had been allowed to make
his case as best he could. At the end, she could and would take into account all the "objections"
and render her ruling in a way that still satisfied the defendant and was also appropriate and just
to all involved.
Part of our judicial system is to promote a sense of fairness.

What could be the reason that a person writes to "An Open Letter" to the members of the church?
I believe that you now know the answer to that question.
There is a dreadful lack of -- or sense of -- fairness and equity which accompanies leadership actions
and decisions in the very place where you ought to find it thriving.

The "judges of this world" have a better handle on it than the "pastors/leaders of the church."
Unfortunately, fairness and equity too often take a backseat to other driving forces such as control,
ego, and self-importance. . . . .
There are times when some pastors may become manipulative.
There are times when some pastors attempt to talk and nuance their way out of difficult situations
with those who are supposedly there to hold them personally accountable.
There are times when some pastors "back slap" and rely on their relationships to soothe over
serious errors in judgment.
There are times when some pastors try to paper over what ought to be a hard conversation by
injecting humor and/or diverting the discussion away from the issues.
There are times when some pastors cite or twist biblical truths to explain why he was right in what
he said or did.
There are times when some pastors cover up the facts of other-or-another situation to safeguard
what he has actually done.
There are times when some pastors will ultimately become bullies with those who are supposedly
there to hold them personally accountable when the above approaches are no longer workIng.
Some of this may work for a while.
In the end, there is a lost sense of fairness and justice by the "defendant," and a lost sense of trust
by those who are sitting in the courtroom, watching the proceedings.
If there is any place that a sense of fairness and justice ought to be demonstrated and in operation, it
is in the local church experience.
However, if you have spent any time sitting in the gallery, you have witnessed some pretty ugly
examples of anything but fairness and equity. In the very place where fairness and equity ought to
be markedly demonstrated, it was egregiously overruled by those in power -- by pastor(s) and/or
deacons.
You may well have sat in the gallery shocked as you watched as to how God's people are
mistreated, manhandled, denied the opportunity to be properly and biblical heard, misrepresented,
and/or retaliated against by pastors and church leadership.
That is what leads to "An Open Letter!"

Why An “Open Letter?”
A recent example of “An Open Letter” in the world of journalism was written by Bari
Weiss, of the New York Times. [1]

NYT editor @bariweiss resigns
in STUNNING fashion &
exposes the Times’ rampant
attacks on anyone who breaks
from the far-left narrative.
“Speak your mind at your own
peril... the publisher will cave to
the mob.”

“All this bodes ill, especially for independent-minded young
writers and editors paying close attention to what they’ll have
to do to advance in their careers. Rule One: Speak your
mind at your own peril. Rule Two: Never risk commissioning
a story that goes against the narrative. Rule Three: Never
believe an editor or publisher who urges you to go against
the grain. Eventually, the publisher will cave to the mob, the
editor will get fired or reassigned, and you’ll be hung out to
dry.”– Bari Weiss

As stated, one of the reasons that people post “An Open Letter” is because the truth of
what is actually happening is unknown, and their voice has been muffled. The plug
has been pulled on the lights which should and would expose what was actually taking
place.
“Open Letters” are written because it is understood that there will be yet others who
will be used and abused if someone does not step up, speak up, and attempt to “stop
the madness”
It is driven from a desire to “stop the madness” which continues to repeat time and
time again because of an unwillingness of those who are in place to prevent it become
part of the problem, and ultimately part of the swamp. Finally, someone like Bari
Weiss makes the decision to turn on some of the lights.
Examples of those who have issued “Open Letters” could be multiplied over and over
[2] because those like Ms. Weiss just refuse to recede into the darkness and/or
disappear; they refuse to allow what needs to be said, unsaid. Because of the
dissembling, the artifice of appearance, injustice, and/or corruption they had seen first
hand, they purposefully refuse to stay quiet about it, and chose to turn on the
disinfecting light of public awareness, at their own cost and peril. [3]
Bari Weiss’ name most likely will fade in the memory of the many who laud her
courage to stand up against the New York Times. Her “Open Letter,” which argues for
a course correction in the field of journalism, will probably dissipate as it did with
others who waved the same flags. However, any sure and certain “fading” or
“dissipation” of her voice does not and must not be so loud or strong as to bolster the
argument for her remaining silent.
Any failure of effectiveness, possible marginalizing of her arguments, fading of her
attempt from journalists' memory, or the disregarding of her “open letter” because of

journalism's self-serving attitudes, must not take away from the fact that she said what
needed to be said and dared to say publicly what others lack the backbone to say to
those in power.
We all know that it was right for Barri to caution and forewarn others who would follow,
or even those who still worked at and for the New York Times!
Far too often, ministries and churches are riddled with those who speak up and speak
out only after the damage has been done, when they should have spoken up long
before the day it all unravels. Such is the case with those who were the positioned
leaders in places of authority to speak out as leaders. There should be no respect for
those who stand up and speak out after men like Ortberg, Hybels, MacDonald,
Falwell, et al. crash and burn.
"Once someone gains power in a broken system, then, they
enter an elite subgroup within that system. Their fellow
power-holders will do everything in their power to protect
them. (This is why it was so important that Ortberg and
Strobel spoke out against their former master Bill Hybels. It’d
become perfectly safe to do so. He was radioactive by then,
impossible to help or save. )
“A broken system contains almost no provisions for reining
in wrongdoers or removing them from power — because
then all of these power-holders’ positions would land on the
chopping block. None of the leaders in these systems really
deserve to be there, and most of them behave in ways that
would get them instantly removed from power in more
functional systems. Not so, in broken systems." LINK

“Friendly counsel often
supplies more support and
even rationalization than the
confrontation and rebuke
that may be required. This is
why I think it’s always good
to check in with a few
detractors. They care less
about your feelings and
tend to shell out truth with
no sugar (another reason to
love your enemies—Luke
6:27).” LINK

The respect goes to those, who like Bari Weiss, two college board members, and
Daniel Lavery, Stood Up & Spoke Out loud enough to be heard and did not shy
away from the cost of doing that (not to the many weak-kneed and/or self-seeking
leadership members who valued their positions and power more than their personal
integrity and find their backbone when it all crashes)!
If you want to prepare your children for living the Christian life in today's world, as
they face public education, or attend today's colleges and universities, teach them to
stand up and speak out.
√ Teach them to be a Bari, Lavery, or one of those two members of the college
board who resigned and issued an open letter as to why! [7]
√ Teach them to stand, speak, and even "Go Public" when they see self-serving
wrong-doing!
√ Teach them that being silent, as the hundreds on the board of Liberty
University were, is the easy path and the path far too many choose. Far too
many decide to “go along to get along.”

1. https://www.bariweiss.com/resignation-letter
https://heavy.com/news/2020/07/bari-weiss-resignation-letter-nytimes/
https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/media/bari-weiss-quits-new-york-timeswith-scathing-open-resignation-letter/news-story/
95d4868e04d3f3caedba55a9fa28ac7e
2. https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2020/august-web-only/john-ortberg-pitfallspastor-discernment.html
https://www.patheos.com/blogs/rolltodisbelieve/2020/07/30/john-ortberg-the-scandalthat-just-keeps-getting-worse/
3. Merely “Google” (“an open letter” church) and see the many examples of those
who are seeking to warn others about twisted and corrupted leadership, and who, in
in our day, have observed an unwillingness of church leaders to address illicit and
immoral sexual behavior.
4. http://thewartburgwatch.com/2020/07/01/open-letter-to-the-people-of-first-baptistorlando-do-you-know-that-tommy-gilmore-molested-me/
5. https://thebiblechapterbychapter.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/they-all-need-toresign-2.pdf
6. “Two board members of Cedarville University in Ohio have resigned after the
Board of Trustees decided to reinstate Dr. Thomas White as president. White had
been on administrative leave because of how he handled the hiring and firing of Dr.
Anthony Moore, who was terminated in April after details emerged about his past
sexual misconduct.” – Link

7.

